
GREEN STREETS, GREEN CITY 
Philadelphia’s Green Transportation 
Partnership Portfolio 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MY NAME IS ARIEL BEN-AMOS AND I AM PART OF A TEAM OF PLANNERS, ENGINEERS AND DESIGNERS DEDICATED TO DEVELOPING GREEN INFRASTRUTURE AND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS ON BEHALF OF THE WATER DEPARTMENTMy job is to do “business development” for a portfolio of transportation partnership projects.Small part of a larger program that not only oversees partnerships with private partners, schools, and parks, but also regulates and incentivizes green infrastructure.



WHAT’S IS IN OUR PORTFOLIO OF GREEN 
TRANSPORTATION ASSETS 
What  sort of projects make up Philadelphia’s Green 
Transportation Partnership Portfolio? 

WHY GREEN YOUR TRANSPORTATION ASSETS 
Why is Philadelphia is developing a portfolio of green 
transportation projects? 

HOW DO YOU GREEN YOUR TRANSPORTATION ASSETS 
What are the programmatic, design, and engineering 
choices Philadelphia faces in bringing its program to 
scale? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MY TALK WILL FOCUS ON:The  impetus for the creation of our program, and why we have structured it the way we have.The organizational, design, and engineering choices that Philadelphia faced that continue to shape its program.A few case studies of projects and partnerships, and what makes those partnerships work



WHY GREEN  TRANSPORTATION ASSETS? 
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PHILADELPHIA IS ON A MISSION TO TURN ITS URBAN ARTERIALS FROM THIS  TO THIS. WHY DOES PHILLY DO GREEN STREETS? IT COMES DOWN TO THREE THINGSWe have a regulatory requirement to green our city.Green infrastructure has positive impacts above and beyond meeting regulatory requirements, and cleaning water.Green Streets (and Green Schools, Parks, and City Facilities) expand the partners and stakeholders who can politically and financially invest in a projects and programs success. GREEN STREETS ARE ACTUALLY COMPLETE STREETS- Green Streets allow Cities to meet the multi modal, and multi programmatic needs of an administration.



WHY GREEN  TRANSPORTATION ASSETS? 
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PHILADELPHIA WAS A RIVER AND CREEK CITYPhiladelphians settled between two rivers and along our creeks, using them for shipping, manufacturing, and of course as open air sewers.Today, having expanded our population and urbanized area, we’ve covered many of our creeks and turned them into actual sewers.  This has literally put a cap on our ability to handle stormwater.



WHY GREEN  TRANSPORTATION ASSETS? 
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WE HAVE AN OVERFLOW PROBLEMWe have grown to such an extent that we are overwhelming the system. This means that all too often our stormwater mixes with our wastewater and overflows in to our rivers. And, with climate change we are seeing more frequent, more powerful storms.  



WHY GREEN  TRANSPORTATION ASSETS? 
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IN ~ 2007, AS PART OF OUR LTCPU (LONG TERM CONTROL PLAN UPDATE) WE WERE GOING TO BE FORCED BY THE EPA TO SPEND UPWARDS OF $9 BILLION TO BUILD A NETWORK OF TUNNELS, PHILADELPHIA CHOOSE A DIFFERENT PATHWe were not able to afford the cost of construction of the four tunnels. We didn’t want to disrupt the lives of our citizens living along the tunnels’ paths for decades. Greening allows you to provide incremental benefit (i.e. you don’t have to wait for the tunnel to be done before seeing benefit)Last year we managed more than 100 acres of stormwater and are on track to meet our goals, so that by 2026 we will have managed over 9,600 acres.  



Green Streets  
Green Schools  

Green Public Facilities  
Green Parking  

Green Open Space  
Green Industry, Business, Commerce, and Institutions  

Green Alleys, Driveways, & Walkways  
Green Homes  

WHY GREEN  TRANSPORTATION ASSETS? 
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GREENING THE CITY, BY DEFINITION REQUIRES WORKING WITH LOTS OF DIFFERENT PARTNERS  We have done that by partnering with our schools (close to 20 schools have been greened), and our parks system (over 70 parks have been, or will shortly be greened) either through direct partnerships or via grants.We have also greened libraries, parking lots, and worked with private partners to green industrial complexes, shopping centers, offices, and homes.DOING SO REQUIRES A STRUCTURE THAT REGULATES, INCENTIVES, AND DEVELOPS GREEN INFRASTRUCTUREPWD developed stormwater regulations to permit projects that disturb more than 15,000 square feet of earth, and created a team to review, monitor, and enforce these regulations.PWD changed how it charges its stormwater fees, instead of basing it off the size of the service pipe that manages stormwater overflow from any given property, we base the charges on how many square feet of impervious surface are on a given commercial property.PWD created a grant system that provides funding, and opportunities for stormwater fee relief, to businesses, as well as funding to develop stormwater management systems. Within the office of watersheds we created a team of engineers to design systems that we build (by ourselves or in partnership with other agencies), a team of planners to identify, plan, and package different project opportunities, and a team of partnership specialists to work with our Schools, Parks, and on vacant land.



WHY GREEN  TRANSPORTATION ASSETS? 
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WE ARE PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN GREEN TRANSPORTATION ASSETS¼ of all of Philadelphia’s land is devoted to transportation.  13% of its land is roads, but that 13% accounts for 38% of the impervious surface in the city. This amounts to over 650 football fields.All of these surfaces create some of our most polluted runoff that contains automotive fuels and fluids that feed into our sewer system and overflow into our waterways. 



WHY GREEN  TRANSPORTATION ASSETS? 
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A COMPREHENSIVE GREEN STREET PROGRAM IS SUPPORTED BY SIGNIFICANT PARTNERSHIPS-  A bus loop, a curb re-alignment, and a TIGER projectPWD regularly develops green streets, by installing stormwater tree trenches, stormwater planters, and other infrastructure within the ROW.  However such an approach is expensive (it typically costs $20k more to build within the ROW, than on vacant land or in open space projects), and misses opportunities to get in the street when other agencies are doing so.  Partnerships with PennDOT, the Streets Department and SEPTA enable us to cost share on everything from survey costs, to asphalt and concrete.It also allows us to build more comprehensive and complete projects, because our partners are able to spend money on things we can’t (being an enterprise fund provides us a healthier budget, but creates limitations on non water related expenditures) such as bus shelters, lighting, and benches.



HOW DO YOU BRING IT TO SCALE? 
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FOR PWD TO BRING OUR PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMS IN THE ROW TO SCALE WE NEEDED TO DO A FEW THINGSEstablish a game book by which partners, and potential partners, can assess our priorities Develop a series of incentives that can help institutional and private actors support our work,.



HOW DO YOU BRING IT TO SCALE? 
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WHAT IS OUR MANUAL, AND BOTH HOW AND WHY DID WE DEVELOP IT?Long process, working with stakeholders from our Streets, DOT and Transit authority, as well as other stakeholders. The manual showcases design details and standards that have the flexibility to be applied to a range of urban street conditions and incorporate the already-established standards for street construction in our City.WHAT DOESN’T THE MANUAL DO?Mandate green street implementation.Establish a method to incentivize green streets on a large scale.Define responsibilities for funding, ownership, and maintenance of GSI in the right-of-way by third parties.Limit design to single “drop-in” details of GSI to be implemented without site specific design work



HOW DO YOU BRING IT TO SCALE? 
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WE NEED CARROTS AND STICKS  One of the crucial components to our entire program is the change of our stormwater fees, basing the fees to non-residential properties on impervious surface, and not the size of the connecting pipe. This means that SEPTA must now pay for its bus turn-arounds, depots, and other parcel based assets.We do NOT charge stormwater fees to ROW assets, thereby exempting railroads, train tracks, and our own streets department. We have two grant programsSMIP, the Stormwater Management Improvement Program makes it possible for partners to receive up to $100k per acre of stormwater managed, and to reduce their annual stormwater charges (80% of managed area)We have committed #30.5 million in SMIP, and will manage over 370 DA through these projects.GARP, the Green Acre Retrofit Program provides an incentive for private contractors who are able to aggregate projects that collectively manage at least 10 acres of stormwater. Our funding can be used as the match for other grant applications



HOW DO YOU BRING IT TO SCALE? 
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SCALE ALSO RAISES QUESTIONS OF STANDARDIZATION VERSUS CUSTOMIZATIONNYC has invested heavily in the ROW Bio-swale design.  The majority of their green street projects utilize this single design.  The value of that design is that it reduces design costs, permitting review and associated timeliness, and is easily scalable and implementable by other partners.Philadelphia customizes its SMP’s, fitting each project to the location.  This allows our projects to manage the maximum amount of stormwater per location, and to provide wider palate of interventions for our partners to choose from.There is a trade off between standardization and customization: standardization makes your process more efficient, you can deploy projects much more quickly, while customization is more efficient on a construction basis, spending fewer dollars per stormwater acre managed. WE STILL FACE SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES TO BRINGING OUR TRANSPORTATION PARTNERSHIP PROJECT PORTFOLIO TO SCALEAs technology evolves, we have to make sure our partners in Streets and in the DOT are comfortable with our new tools.  They often aren’t and it requires lots of negotiation, discussion, and collaboration to introduce new technology into the ROW.The mechanics of project development, be they utilizing grants, synchronizing interfunding processes, and utilizing enterprise funds for non-traditional investments, all still need to be ironed out.HOWEVER WE ARE WELL ON OUR WAYWe are establishing a porous street plowing protocolsWe have MOU’s with Streets, PWD, and are developing new relationships with our Parking Authority, the DOT etc.



A PORTFOLIO OF INVESTMENTS 
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I WANT TO SHARE WITH YOU A FEW CASE STUDIES OF HOW WE HAVE ALIGNED, WETHER BY TIP MonitoringCollaborative planning processes Aligning incentives with capital plansWHY THESE IMAGESTIP monitoring requires paying attention to when things are in design, our own process takes two years and we are careful not to align with projects anywhere more than in 30% design.Our analysis looks at drainage area and utility conflicts, to sketch out opportunities. 



A PORTFOLIO OF INVESTMENTS 
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HAVING DEDICATED PARTNERS IS WHAT MAKES OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH OUR DOT WORK TOOI 95 requires significant rehabilitation, and PWD has committed time and resources to managing only this relationshipWe also have leadership at PennDOT that is willing to invest in GSI without asking for anything (Allegheny ave)



A PORTFOLIO OF INVESTMENTS 
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AMERICAN STREET ID’ed via the TIPWe want to rip out the train tracks and install a bio-swaleOur funding is to be used as a match for a TIGER grantBy partnering with our Streets and Commerce Department we can also holistically invest in the corridor.The American Street project is worth approximately $18 million and will have over $14 million in grant funding. Closing the Gap proposes investing $5,000,000 of TIGER grant dollars in both removing the train tracks in the middle of the ROW, and constructing the American Street bio-swale. PWD has supported this grant application by contributing $3,520,000 towards the City’s match. The American Street GSI component of this project will be able to manage over 22 drainage acres from the ROW and would cost over $7.1 million to build by itself (over $8 million inclusive of design costs). For PWD investing in American Street would cost approximately $322,000 per drainage acre, close to over $100,000 more than the average PWD green streets cost (@ $250,000 per drainage acre). The project’s value to the department, based upon both average costs and drainage area, is no more than $5,500,000.PWD’s contribution of ~$3.5 million means that PWD’s total costs drop by well over 50% for total project costs (inclusive of design) and lowers the construction costs to approximately $160,000 per drainage area.



 

A PORTFOLIO OF INVESTMENTS 
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SAFE ROUTES TO SCHOOLProblem, aligning two different priorities (safety / stormwater)Forcing us to build (with Streets’ money) bumpouts that don’t make sense for us, but are part of a larger school safety package.



A PORTFOLIO OF INVESTMENTS 
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SEPTA PARTNERSHIP EXISTS BOTH BECAUSE THEY ARE A LARGE LAND OWNER AND REGULARLY DO WORK WITHIN THE ROW OR ON LARGE PARCELS WITH LOTS OF IMPERVIOUS SURFACE.However SEPTA’s stormwater charges $856,00 > 50% of SEPTA’s $1.79 million water bill (which = .0014% of SEPTA’s $1,207,066,000  operating budget)Committed to change, and signed an  MOU, testing 3 pilot projects to assess future opportunities. Clearview / Washington Lane – PWD is building a rain garden at a City-owned vacant property at 808-810 Washington Lane.  SEPTA has agreed to allow PWD to manage the stormwater run-off from a portion (.9 GA) of SEPTA’s Washington Lane Train Station next door (812-822 Washington Lane). SEPTA will receive no compensation or stormwater credits for this project.Chelten Avenue/Germantown Station – PWD requested permission build a rain garden that will manage ROW run-off (.29 GA) on a lot that forms part of the SEPTA-owned Germantown Station site at 120-128 East Chelten Ave. This project was recommended by the Philadelphia City Planning Commission and aligns with a PWD project package in the area. PWD will own and maintain the rain garden. SEPTA will receive no compensation or stormwater credits for this project.Southern Bus Depot – In FY16 SEPTA will be removing a series of trolley tracks from the Southern Bus Depot, and will meet the stormwater management regulations by building a basin below the depot yard.  SEPTA will use the opportunity to build another basin to manage approximately 5 acres of stormwater run-off from the roof.  SEPTA and PWD are in conversations regarding funding for the project at the cost of $100,000 per greened acre. SOUTHERNSEPTA to remove tracks.  This project stores water from the roof top, and from the surface in tanks below the surfaceWorks from a financial perspective61st AND PINE- Didn’t work out, we couldn’t make the money work (too expensive for too small a location)SEPTA’S PARTNERSHIP IS A SUCCESS NOT ONLY BECAUSE THERE ARE CLEAR PARAMETERS (DOES IT SAVE SEPTA MONEY, OR IS IT COST NEUTRAL) BUT BECAUSE PARTNERS ARE GENUINELY COMMITTED TO MAKING IT WORK.  ONE SET BACK (61ST AND PINE) DOES NOT STOP THE PARTNERSHIP



GREEN STREETS, GREEN CITY 
QUESTIONS? 
Ariel Ben-Amos 
Ariel.Ben-Amos@phila.gov 
215-685-6084 

mailto:Ariel.Ben-Amos@phila.gov
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